This Week's Tasting Menu

**OPENER OMELETTES | MONDAY**
Find an outstanding opener that intrigues you. Keep 'flipping' to find the best one.

**SYNONYM SANDWICHES | TUESDAY**
Find the best filling for your synonym sandwich by finding up-levelled words in the text that share the same meaning.

**WOW WORDS WONTONS | WEDNESDAY**
Find wow words in the text to build on your vocabulary. You'll be wonton more.

**COFFEE CLAUSES | THURSDAY**
The subject of the matter is that you need to have 'bean' using the subject and the predicate together.
Find outstanding openers in your text and write them on your dining place card.
Crack the Code!

Find a synonym in your book for the word:

G R E A T

Eggs-tra Credit

Crack the Code!

Find a synonym in your book for the word:

GREAT

Book Title: __________________________________________________

Find as many synonyms as you can in the text for the following words. See if you can ‘beef’ it up with your own ideas.

Happy

Smart

Interesting

Weird

Own word

Synonym

Synonym

Synonym

Search!

Search!

Search!
Fill your wontons with some wow words from the text. This is vocabulary that you think makes the sentence more sophisticated.
It's 'bean' full 'steam' ahead this week and here is your last activity. In the coffee label, write down an independent and dependent clause from your text.